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hmc201 is the first unit in hmc193 and is a pre-requisite for the hmc192 intermediate chinese course. it builds on hmc100. the unit covers basic grammar and vocabulary. students are introduced to idiomatic expressions, colloquial speech and informal language structures. students are introduced to the historical development of chinese language, culture and civilisation. students are provided with a real-world example of usage. the coursework also introduces all chinese characters. if you are looking for a language learning coursebook with easy and enjoyable
learning materials, your search ends with “academia for professional and academic”. the latest edition was published just last month. the book provides 18,382 pages and 15,984 phrases so it may take you some time to finish it. the book contains the following features: attractive design easy to read perfect for personal and professional use the most updated chapters new sections (culture for example) added lots of vocabulary languages can be ordered together exam stress tested and revised lots of samples for teachers if you want to learn a language, why not

start with the most enjoyable one? create your personal language learning plan, choose a language and make it easy to learn. boost your language skills to the next level with the most easily accessible language learning methods on the market. the language leader book is absolutely perfect for your needs.
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the recommendations for each coursebook are based on the experience of our language leaders and test consultants in preparing people for pte academic. we have also mapped all of the contact hours and the number of lessons in each book to the skills covered in pte academic. using this information you will know
how the resource will benefit your students and help you prepare them for the examination. the language leader-penguin 101-helped-learning resources can be found on our resource centre.the following tables map the content of the books to the pte academic vocabulary and listening and reading question types.
these resources can be a better option for test-takers and teachers than the resources provided by cambridge and wilt. the recommended resources booklet has been designed for the pte academic test-takers. we have mapped the content of language leader at different levels to the skills tested in pte academic.
using this booklet, you can feel confident that you are providing targeted skills development and item type-focused practice for your test-takers.  over the years, teachers have been finding that if their higher-level coursebook has the same basic message as the lower-level coursebook, they’re selling themselves
short. there are lots of higher-level material, vocabulary, and skill-sets to be found, but a sound foundation will always be the best place to start. this means that teachers should learn the essentials first, then build on them by focusing on the most relevant higher-level content. teachers looking to teach german

should begin by learning basic grammar, vocabulary, and pronunciation, the core skills of any second language. but even after students have mastered these key elements, they will still need to be able to function in a culturally-diverse society. teaching students to understand a cross-cultural setting will help them in
countless ways, from handling everyday language and customer service situations to developing essential interpersonal skills. they can then go on to learn, even in small doses, the other pieces of the puzzle: listening, speaking, reading, and writing. 5ec8ef588b
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